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AssrRAcr
A spectral study is reported of tle origin of colour and pleochroism in astrophyllite
and brown clintonite. Sections of both minerals cut parallel and perpendiculai to the
001 (cleavage) plane were examined in polarized light.
- Astrophyllite and the brown clintonite show a non-pleochroic twe.band system in
the near-infrared region that is assigned to il-il, transitions in octahedrally-bonded Fe2+.
- -Botl astrophyllite and clintonite exhibit a strong pleochroic absorption band in the
blue end of-tle spectrum tlat is the obvious cau"e-ot colour and pieochroism of the
minerals. The band is observed at 29,000 cm-r in astrophyllite, ind has maximum
intensity when E coincides wit! the orientation of ri-o-Tiunits.
The band is observed
at 22,000 cm-r in clintonite with maximum intensity when .E coincides witi the plane
of d-orbital overlap between neighbouring cations in the octahedral layer. (E represents
the vibration direction of the electric v&tor of incident light). In b;th minerals, the
band is assigned to Ti8+-Tia+ electronic interaction.

Iurnooucrrou
Although it has beenknown for many years that compoundscontaining
a metal in two different valence states often exhibit intense colouration
(Weyl, 1951;Martinet & Martinet, Lg52),it is only in very recenttimes,
with the advent of ligand-field theory, that the origin of the intense
colour in some of these compounds has been determined. Two mixedvalence compounds of historical interest are Prussian blue and the
mineral vivianite. Robin (1962) has measuredthe absorption specrrum
of a suspension of Prussian blue, and he assigned a strong band at
14,000cm-l to an electronic transition from the t2o orbital of Fd+ to a
tzs orbital of Fe8+.Hush (1967) assigneda strong band at 15,000cm-l in
the spectra of partially-oxidized vivianite to Fd+ -->Fes+ intervalence
electron-transfer. Hush further concluded that the intense colours and
pleochroism of many Fe-containing minerals may be due to Fd+-Fe+
interaction in certain crystal directions.
Recent work in these laboratories, begun without foreknowledge of
the work of Hush, has been concernedwith the origin of pleochroism in
silicate minerals in which neighbourintsFd+ and Fe3+ions share octahedral-octahedralor octahedral-tetrahedral edges.Atomic arrangements
in the former caseimply tzs-tzsd,-orbital overlap and in the latter case,
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t2s-etorbital overlap. It was suggestedthat a pleochroicabsorption band,
in the energy range 13,500 cm-1-17,000 cm-l, in the spectra of some
sheet-silicates(Faye, 1968), tourmaline, cordierite and vivianite (Faye'
Manning & Nickel, 1968) is due to an Fd+-Fe3+ intervalence electrontransfer process.The pleochroic band has maximum intensity when the
electric vector of incident light vibrates in the same plane as the overlapping d-orbitals of the tzs set of Fd+ and Fe8+; this plane is the 001
plane of tourmaline and the sheet-silicates.It is evident, therefore, that
Faye, Manning & Nickel (1968) and Hush (1967) are in agreementas
to the cause of the colouration and pleochroism in vivianite.
While it would seemfrom the foregoing discussionthat there is strong
evidence for Fd+-Fe3+ electronic interaction in some Fe-containing
minerals, little is known of intervalence electron-transfer processesin
minerals for other cations, e.g., Ti. However, Jorgensen (1957) has
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brown clintonite and astrophyllite. Clintonite is a trioctahedral brittle
mica (Forman, 1951; Forman, Kodama & Maxwell, 1967),while astrophyllite has a structure (Woodrow, 1967) closely related to that of
biotite except that the tetrahedral Si layer also contains octahedrallycoordinated Ti ions. Of especialinterest is the fact that the pleochroic
schemes for the two minerals are different (Table 1), astrophyllite
showing maximum light absorption in ,EI(001) spectra and clintonite
spectra. The symbol -E represents
manimum absorption in EIQ|I)
the vibration direction of the electric vector of incident light.
Tesr,s 1. Pr-oocnnorcScnrurs or Ssc'rroxsor. Astnopnvr-r-np
er.ioCr-rNrorrrn Cur l_(001)

EZpaL)
Astrophyllite
Clintonite

yellow
reddish-brown

E r (001)
reddish-orange
yellow-brown

Cleavage

001) perfect
001) perfect

MarBnrer-s
Good crystalline specimensof astrophyllite and brown clintonite were
obtained from Mr. H. R. Steacy, curator of the National Mineral
Collection, Geological Survey of Canada. The clintonite came from
Amity County, New York, while astrophyllite came from St. Peter's
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Dome, Pike's Peak, El Paso County, Colorado. The latter mineral has
been completely analysed by K6nig (LSZZ) (Table 2), but for safety's
sake, the reported values for Ti and total Fe were checked in these
laboratoriesby Mr. R. Craig.
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DETATLs

Absorption spectra of cleavagesectionsand sectionscut perpendicular
to the 001 plane were obtained using either Cary-L4 or Beckman DK-2A
double-beam spectrophotometers.The dimensions of the crystars were
at least 2 mm X 1 mm (length X breadth). In the visible region,
polarized spectra were obtained by placing matched Polaroid sheets in
both sample and referencebeams, while Nicol prisms were used in the
near infrared. All spectra were taken at room-temperature.
sections of astrophyllite and clintonite cut perpendicularto the 001
plane were prepared by first immersing crystal slabs in a clear, colourless
hard-setting cement and then cutting the hardened block in the desired
orientation with a 0.003 in. tungsten wire saw. The crystals, supported
by a disc of cement, were thinned to the desired degreeand polished.
Cleavage sections of both astrophyllite and clintonite are nonpleochroic, but sections J (001) are markedly pleochroic. In this paper,
therefore,are reported polarized-lightspectra of sections l-(001), and
unpolarizedJightspectra of sectionslQ\I).
The ortinction coefficient of a band is given by
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where 1 is the absorbanceof the band, C is the cation concentration in
moles/litre and I is the thickness of the section in cm. The units of e are
therefore litres/mole-cm.
Drscussrox
and,clli,ntonite
Structures of astropkyl,l,'i,te
has
The structure of astrophyllite (K,Na)a(Fe,Mn)zTizSie(O,OH)31,
of
astro(1967).
unit
The
basic
recently been described by Woodrow
phyllite consists(Fig. 1) of a continuoussheetof (Fe,Mn)Os octahedra
sandwiched between two sheets composedof chains of SiOa tetrahedra
joined by TiOo octahedra. These multiple sheetsare separatedby alkali
ions. According to woodrow (1967), the Ti-o-Ti units lie in a plane that
is very closeto being perpendicular to the 001 plane.
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Frc. 1. Crystal structure of astrophyllite after woodrow (1967). (a) is projection
along tle s ixis. (b) is projection along [001] of one layer (a : 0 to z: c/4) ol the
atoms at approximately z: c/4; large circles: alkali
strudture. Black dots:Fe
ions at r : 0; small circles : oxygen atoms. Dashed lines indicate an alternative
arrangemenf,.

Cations in the (Fe,Mn) octahedral layer of astrophyllite share octahedral edges in the same manner as described earlier for some sheetsilicates (Faye, 1968).The dimensionsof the sites in the octahedral layer
and the Ti sites of the Si/Ti layer have been calculated from the original
parameters of Woodrow (1967) using a bond-and-angle-scancomputer
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programme (Gabe, 1967). There are four Fe2+sites, all with modest
distortions from a regular octahedron. Bond lengths for a given octahedron vary from approximately 2.08A to Z.ZZA, and together with
angular distortions, the highest site symmetry would seem to be Cz,
Also, someof the coordinating anionsmay be OH. It is, of course,possible
that distortions of this magnitude may not significantly complicate the
Fd+ spectra.
The Ti site is non-centrosymmetricwith very irregular Ti-o distances
and O-Ti-O angles.The Ti-O bond lengths range from 1.80A to Z.B0A,
which, together with irregular bond angles, gives the site very low
symmetry.
Clintonite, Ca2(Mg, etc.a.6Al1.a)Si2.6AI6.6O20(OH)a,
is a trioctahedral
brittle mica that is related to phlogopite by the substitution of Ca2+
for K+, some Ala for Mgz+ in the octahedral layer and, balancing all
this, the substitution of Alt+ for Sia+in the tetrahedral sites so that the
Al:Si ratio is consistentlyas high as 2:L (Deer, Howie & Zussman,1962,
p. 99). Chemicalanalysesof clintonites (Deer, Howie & Zussman,1g62,
p. 99) show that they conform very closely in composition to the ideal
formula of a trioctahedral mica, showing that, as in phlogopite, the
octahedral sites are completely filled.
cations in the octahedral layer of clintonite share octahedral edgesin
the same way as in phlogopite. Faye (1963) has assigneda pleochroic
band at 14,000 cm-l in phlogopite spectra, with maximum intensity
whenBl(001), to Fd+-Fe+ interaction in the 001 plane; the 001 plane
contains the overlapping t2o-t2o
orbitals of neighbouring Fe ions. Cationcation interaction can therefore also be orpected in the octahedral layer
of clintonite
The brown clintonite studied here contains 2.0570Fe and AST7 Ti.
Green clintonite can contain up to 2/s Fe8+and L/o Fez+in the same
sample (Forman, Kodama & Maxwell, 1967),hencethe brown colour of
clintonites is probably due largely to Ti.
Som,egeneral remarks
The spectra of astrophyllite and clintonite (Figs. 2-5) are clearly
dominated by a strong absorption band centred in the blue region at
22,040 cm-1*23,000 cm-l, which accounts mainly for the colour and
pleochroismof the minerals.
The similar energiesand shapesof the 22,000 cm-r band in clintonite
and the 23,000cm-r band in astrophyllite strongly suggestthat they are
of similar electronic origin. Becausethe astrophyllite contains 6/o Ti, it
seemsreasonableto assign the bands to Ti. These bands are in no way
reminiscent of Fd+ d,-d'bands nor of Fd+ --' Fes+intervalence transfer
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Frc. 2. Absorption spectrum of cleavage section of astrophyllite.
Two halves of spectra are of crystals of different thickness.

Unpolarized light.

bands studied earlier (Faye, Manning & Nickel, 1968).Neither are the
bands characteristic of Mnt+ spectra with their sharp bands marking
transitions to field-independent states (Manning, 1968). The bands
would also seemto be at too high an energy for Mn3+ in octahedral sites
in silicates,e.8., A : 13,450cm-r for Mn8+ in epidote (Burns & Strens,
1967).
In this work it will be shown that the 22,000cm-1-23,000cm-l bands
in astrophyllite and clintonite cannot be assignedto Ti8+ d-d transitions
nor to O + Ti charge-transfer processes.A case will then be made for
assigrringthe bands to Ti+-Tia+ interaction.
and, cl,inton'ite
Spectral,features ccnurnonto astrophyl,l,'i'te
Both astrophyllite and clintonite exhibit two absorption bands in the
near-infrared region, at 8,200 cm-r and 11,000 cm-l in astrophyllite
(Fig. 2), and 9,000 cm-l and 12,000cm-l in clintonite (Fig. ). These
bands very likely belong to octahedrally-bondedFd+ in both minerals.
Two-band systems of this type have been observed in many Fd+ com-
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o.7
Microf'rs
WAVELENGTH,
Frc. 3. Absorption spectrum of section of astrophyllite cut .[ (001). I : -0.03 mm.

pounds (Cotton & Meyers, 1960) and also for Fd+ in sheet-silicates
(Faye, 1968).The band may be assignedto the 6Tz--+6E(D)transition
in Fd+, the splitting being due to a dynamic Jahn-Teller (1gBZ)mechanism arising from the uneven electron occupancy of the aoorbitals in
the excited 6.E state. This argument is strengthened by the earlier
observation of two bands in the spectra of vivianite (Faye, Manning &
Nickel, 1968),in which mineral Fd+ is located in very-regular octahedral
sites.
Becausethe two bands in the near-infrared region in astrophyllite and
clintonite spectra are non-pleochroic, the effective symmetry of the
Fe2+site cannot be as low as Cz (e.g., see Bancroft & Burns, 196Z).
Distortions of the octahedral site of the magnitude described for astrophyllite would therefore seemto have little influenceon the nature of the
Fd+ spectra. The e:rtinction coefficientsof the Fd+ bands in the asrrophyllite and clintonite are -5, indicating that the site distortion is
relatively unimportant.
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The unit-cell contents (Table 2) of the El Pasoastrophyllite have been
calculated by Nickel et al', (L964) from the analysesof K6nig (L877).lt
is apparent that the astrophyllite showsmarked deviations from the ideal
AzBzCQaXar formula. In order to fulfill basic structure requirements' it
seemsreasonableto place most of the Fe2+in the octahedral layer, and
the optical absorption spectra are not inconsistent with Fd+ being in
one type of octahedral site. Nickel et al,. (L964) also put the appreciable
amounts of Fea in the octahedral layer.
astropkyl'li'teand' cl,intonite
Fda+-Fes+'i,nteraction'i'n
The origin of the weakly-pleochroic, or possibly non-pleochroic,band
at 570 mp (17,500 cm-l) in astrophyllite spectra (Fig. 3) is of interest.
Cations located in the octahedral layer of astrophyllite share octahedral
edgeswith neighbouring cations of the layer, an arrangementthat implies
tzo-tzoorbital overlap. Faye (1968) and Faye, Manning & Nickel (1968)
suggestedthat a strong, pleochroic band at -14,000 cm-l in the spectra
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of some silicates, e.g., chlorite, biotite and tourmaline, is due to electronhopping between Fd+ and Fe3+ ions located in neighbouring octahedral
sites in the 001 plane; and, correspondingly, the -14,000 cm-r band has
maxinrum intensity in EIQAI
spectra.
Chemical analysis of the El Paso astrophyllite (Table 2) shows the
presence of large amounts of both Fe2+ and Fes+, while the unit-cell
contents (Table 2) indicate that, if both Fe2+ and Fes+ are located in the
octahedral layer, the probability of Fe2+-Fe3+interaction is very high,
most certainly as high as in the sheet-silicates studied earlier (Faye, 1968)
in which the concentrations of interacting Fs+z and Fea+ ions were
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generally considerablysmaller. The absenceof a strong, pleochroic band
at -L4,000 cm-l in astrophyllite spectra suggeststhat the Fe3+ions are
not located in the octahedral layer, but may substitute for Ti in the
Si/Ti layer. The balancing of the unit-cell formula of astrophyllite
dependson the accuracyof the Fe2+and Fe8+determinations, and bearing
in mind the high Ti content of astrophyllite, this accuracy may not
be high.
The spectrum of the brown clintonite (Fig. a) doesnot show a pleochroic band at -14,000 cm-l that could be attributed to Fe2+-+ Fe3+
electron-hopping. This suggeststhat the concentration of Fe3+ in the
clintonite is very low. A pleochroic band at L4,7A0cm-l with maximum
spectra, is easily observed in spectra of a green
intensity in EIQA\
clintonite from Chichibu Mine, Saitama Prefecture,Japan. In general,
the spectrum of this green clintonite is very similar to that of a chlorite
studied earlier (Faye, 1968),in that two Fe2r d,-dbandsare observedat
9,800 cm-l and 11,800cm-l, while above 20,000cm-l the spectrum is
dominated by spin-forbiddenbands of Fe2+.The spectra of the green
clintonite and chlorite are sufrciently similar that there is little justification in reporting the former in detail.
The 2Tz'-->2E(D ) trans'it'ionin T'il+
'Ihe 2Tz-+28(D) transition in octahedrally-bondedTi3+ has been
observedin other silicateminerals,at 19,000cm-l in andradite (Manning'
1967) and L7,2A0cm-1 in chloritoid (Faye, Manning & Nickel, 1968).
It is possiblethat the 17,500cm-1 band in astrophyllite spectra (Fig' 3)
marks the2Tz--+zE(D) transition in Tis+ since its energy is similar. The
apparent pleochroism of the band may simply be due to the degree to
which the 23,000 cm-r band sweepsinto the yellow region of the spectrum. Assuming that the e-value of a Ti8+ band is -20, the desired
concentration of Ti3+ to account for its intensity is -0.2Ta.
The absorption bands at 23,000cm-r in astrophyllite and 22,000cm-l
in clintonite (Figs. 2-5) would seemto be at much too high an energy for
Tis+ d-d bands. Furthermore, if the 22,000 cm-1-23,000cm-1 bands did
mark d,-d,transitions in Tis+, why are they so pronouncedly pleochroic
in terms of intensity? In low-symmetry fields, the Tz and E states are
split, and at least two pleochroic bands at different energieswould be
o<pected(e.g., Bancroft & Burns, 1967).Alternatively, it is possiblein
astrophyllite, for example, that the t2o electron in Ti3+ is localised in
d-orbitals that have large projections on a plane perpendicular to (00L).
It can be readily deduced from Fig. 1 that one Ti d,-orbital lies close to
the 00L plane. However, none of the t2s orbital lobes points directly
towards a close-neighbouringcation, in which situation the orbital with
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lobes pointing directly towards a neighbouring cation would be preferentially occupied.
Orygen --+T'i charge-transferbands
Oxygen -) Ti3+ or Tia charge-transfer bands were not observed in
andradite (Manning, 1967) nor chloritoid (Faye, Manning & Nickel,
1968)' which contained57oTi.In andradite, most of the Ti was presenr
as Ti3+. Furthermore, it is known that TiOz, in which Ti is Ti4+, is a
white pigment. It would seem, therefore, that oxygen --t Tis+/Ti4+
charge-transfer bands are relatively unimportant.
It is also difficult to seewhy the charge-transferband in astrophyllite
would be pleochroic.The two Ti-O distances (1.90 and 2.04A) perpendicular to (001) are not unique, the other four Ti-o distances being
1.80 and 1.91A (trans oxygens) and 2.L4 and 2.80A.
Ti-O -Ti inter act'ion'i,n astrophyllli,te
The pleochroic schemesof biotite and astrophyllite are known to be
different, biotite exhibiting maximum light absorption in EI\AL)
spectraand astrophyllite in Ea(001) spectra.Becausethe main difference in the structures of the two minerals is the Ti-o-Ti units that lie
perpendicular to (001) in astrophyllite, it seemslogical to attribute the
pleochroism of astrophyllite to these Ti-O-Ti units.
In discussingthe light absorbing properties of these units, two situations will be considered,(i) the Ti ions of a Ti-o-Ti units are in the
same valence state, i.e., either Ti3+ or Tia+ and (ii) the Ti ions in a
Ti-O-Ti unit are in different valence states, i.e., one is Tis+ and the other
Ti4+.
Niobophyllite, the niobium analogue of astrophyllite, has been described by Nickel, Rowland and charette (1904).Becauseof the similarity
of the unit-cell parameters of niobophyllite and astrophyllite, the
structures of the two minerals were presumedto be similar, with Nb6+in
niobophyllite replacing Tia+ in astrophyllite. considerations of ionic
chargeand ionic radius (Nb+ : 0.69A; Tia+ : 0.68A and Tis+ : 0.26A)
suggestthat most of the Ti in astrophyllite is present as Tia+, otherwise
very major differences in structure between astrophyllite and niobophyllite would occur. The 17,500cm-r band in astrophyllite has, earlier
in this work, been assignedto the presenceof a little Tis+.
BecauseTia is a 3d,0ion, the electron-transferreaction
Ti4+ + Ti4+ =Ti6+ + Ti3+
will likely only occur at very high energies.Therefore, it is unlikely that
Ti4+-TF+interaction is the causeof the 28,000cm-r band in astrophyllite.
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The electron-transfer reaction
Tis+ + TiB+=1;a+ 1Tp+
will occur at much lower energies than the reaction described in the
previous paragraph. However, the possibility that this reaction is the
causeof the 23,000cm-r band in astrophyllite can be eliminated because
a pleochroic band at this approximate energy is not observed in the
spectra of two chloritoids that contain 2.5-5yo Ti, mostly as Ti3+ (Faye,
Manning & Nickel, 1968). Whether the Ti3+ ions are located in the
d,'otbital ovedap
brucite or corundum layers of chloritoid, direct t2o-t2o
is possiblewithin a given layer.
Let us now consider Ti3+-Ti4+ interaction in Ti8+-O-Tia+ units in
astrophyllite. This system is analogous to the Fe2+-CN-Fe8+system
describedby Robin (1962),who assigneda strong absorption at 14,000
cm-r in the spectrum of Prussianblue to an electronic transition from the
tz\ orbital of Fd+ to a t2uorbital of Fes+.Jorgensen (1957) has assigneda
band at 21,000 cm-l in the spectrum of a dimer, Ti(IV)'Ti(III)CI''
formed in strong HCI solution, to Ti3+ '-+Tia+ electron-transfer by way
of an intermediateCl- ion. Hence,there would seemto be ample justification to assigningthe 23,000cm-l band in astrophyllite to Tia+ --+Ti4+
electron-transfer through a common oxygen atom.
A possible orientation of the Ti t2o orbitals and oxygen pr orbitals
is shown in Fig. 6. Even though the tzs orbitals of the two Ti ions are
directed towards each other, the Ti atoms are too far apart for direct
d-orbital overlap. However, it is apparent that the pr oxygen orbitals
can bridge the t2sorbital lobes. Any degree of Ti3+-O covalency will
lead to a spreadingout of the Ti3+12,electron over a volume encompassing
the intermediate oxygen atom, thus leading effectively to Tia+-Jia+
orbital overlap in the direction I(001). This would account for the
pleochroism of the 23,000 cm-r band in astrophyllite, since electrontransfer is possible perpendicular, but not parallel, to (001). Il the pr
orbitals of the oxygen do overlap the tzo orbital lobes of the Ti ions'
then this would imply sp hybridisation of the intermediate oxygen,
becausethe oxygen /-orbitals in higher coordination would otherwise
be directed towards the Na and K ions (Fig. 1).
However, even if the oxygen p-orbitals are used in the coordination of
oxygen to the alkali ions, Tis+ -> Tia+ electron-transfer will occur with
greatest probability when the Ti-Ti interorbital distance is least, i.e.,
when the Tis+ d-electron is in one of the two ,2, orbitals lying in a plane

r(001).

The intensity of the 23,000 cm-r band in unpolarized light (Fig. 3)
based on the total. Ti concentration, is -40. This is likely to be a mini'
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OrYgen
Frc. 6. Diagrammatic representation of possible orbital overlap between the t2"
d-orbitals of Ti (eft and right portions of tJrediagram), and the 2zrorbitals of oxygen
(centre),in a projectionl0OO).
mum €-value for the Ti8+ --+ Tia+ electron-transfer process because the
calculation of the ideal value depends on the Ti3+ concentration and on
each Ti8+ being adjacent to a Tia+.

Origi,n of pl,eochroi,smin cl,intonite
Cations located in the octahedral layer of sheet-silicates share octahedral edges, so that tzs-tzsorbital overlap occurs between neighbouring
cations. A pleochroic absorption band at 14,700 cm-1 in EIQIL)
spectra of green clintonite has been assigned to Fd+-Fe8+ interaction
(this work).
The possibility that the 22,000 cm-l band in clintonite is due to
interaction between neighbouring Ti4+-Ti4+ or Ti8+-Ti3+ ions may be
eliminated in the same manner as for astrophyllite.
It is readily appreciated that the conditions for Tia+ -> Tia+ electrontransfer are at their most favourable when there is direct d-orbital
overlap. Bearing in mind the work of Hush (1967) and Faye, Manning &
Nickel (1968) on Fd+ -> Fe3+ electron-transfer in vivianite, the assignment of the 22,000 cm-l band in clintonite to direct Ti3+ -+ Ti4 electrontransfer seems reasonable. The pleochroic properties of the band are
readily explained: the band is most intense in EIQUL)
spectra because
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this is in the plane of d,-orbital overlap. The 22,000 cm-r band is very
weak in B I (001) spectra of clintonite, as expected.
Based on the total Ti concentration of O.3To,the extinction coefficient
of the 22,000cm-r band in clintonite in unpolarized light (Fig. A) is -50.
The true extinction coefficient is very likely to be far greater than 50
becauseeachTi8+ ion may not be adjacent to a Tia+ ion. It is not possible,
at the present time, to obtain Ti8+:Ti4+ratios in silicates from chemical
analysis. Jorgensen (1957) measured a value of e : 100 for the intervalence transfer band in the chloride dimer.
Whitst this manuscript was being reviewed, Robbins and Strens (1968)
published a paper in which they assignedpleochroicbands in the spectra
of biotites, tourmalines,kyanite and glaucophaneto Fd+ --+Fe3+electrontransfer. The srtinction coefficients of these bands were in the range
200-1000. Our e-valuesfor Ti are not inconsistent with this.
CoNcr-usroN
The origin of the colour and pleochroism of astrophyllite and brown
clintonite has been attributed to Ti3+-Tia+intervalence electron-transfer,
via direct d-orbital overlap in the 001 plane of clintonite and via an
intermediate oxygen atom in astrophyllite. The pleochroic properties of
the main colour-producing absorption band in the blue region induced
by the transition are consistent with the directions of d-orbital overlap.
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